Cut Out Fashion Croquis
Upper Primary / Secondary

LESSON PLAN
Cut Out Fashion Croquis
TITLE:
YEAR LEVELS: Upper Primary / Secondary
TIME FRAME: 3 X 1 Hour Lessons

LEARNING GOALS
Identify elements of fashion design
Understand and apply negative and positive space

SKILLS
In this lesson students will cut out shapes resembling
clothing with fashion design templates. They will create
various backgrounds using different materials to use as a
background with the template to show different dress
styles

MATERIALS
Cutting mat
Fashion Croquis
Cutting knife (alternative – precision scissors)
Watercolour pencils
Cartridge paper
Pencil
Mixed media to create backgrounds

Supporting teachers in creative education

ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
Lesson 1 and 2
Students will be introduced to fashion design and trends. Teachers may want to show different
fashions around the world and discuss in class. Focus of discussion may be drawn to the shape of
clothing as this will lead in to the practical component of the lesson.
Students will then be given a photocopy of a fashion croqui figure. Students may draw over these
print outs to draft ideas for clothing designs. Teachers may want to discuss how their clothing will
look in a silhouette form as the figures will have this negative space cut out.
Students trial different materials on separate sheets of cartridge paper or fabric to create patterns
and colours to use with their design. Some materials may include watercolours, Magiclay, Posca,
acrylic paint or pastels. These sheets will be used with the fashion croquis once they are cut out.
Lesson 3
Students create their final clothing design by using a pencil to draw the silhouette of the clothing
over their croqui. Once the shape is drawn students will cut the shape out using a cutting knife.
Higher level students may want to include finer details in their designs like thin straps and belts for
extra detail. Students can then use their material trials with their croquis by placing the sheets under
the cut out figure. Students then take pictures of their different designs.
Photos of the completed croquis can then be displayed.

REFLECTION / EXTENSION
Reflection: Students can reflect on which patterns and materials worked well and what didn’t work
so well. This can be annotated in their visual diaries with pictures taken of the croquis. Students can
justify their final design choices and write about the process.
Extension: Students can explore different surfaces and textures around the classroom and take
pictures of their figures with every day surfaces or found objects.

